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14.1. STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS

It was pointed out in Chapter 4 that the strength of a metal is controlled by 
the number and motion of dislocations. 

The stress required to move dislocations is quite low in pure metals. 
Consequently, to strengthen metals one must restrict the motion of 
dislocations by either generating internal stresses that oppose their motion, 
or by placing particles in their path that require them to either loop or cut 
the particles. There are four major strengthening mechanisms that will be 
discussed here:

A. WORK (DISLOCATION DENSITY) HARDENING
B. MICROSTRUCTURE HARDENING
C. SOLID SOLUTION HARDENING
D.  PARTICLE HARDENING



A. WORK (DISLOCATION DENSITY) HARDENING

The significant strengthening that occurs in the stage II region of the stress-strain 
diagram is produced by the interaction of dislocations with each other. 
Because of the long-range stress field associated with each dislocation, the energy of
the system can be lowered by grouping of the dislocations (Tangles/kvaser). 
These provide effective barriers to the additional motion of dislocations. 
All theories predict that the flow stress be a function of the square root of the dislocation 
density . 

The shear flowstress 
 

is predicted to vary as



B. MICROSTRUCTURE HARDENING

The flow stress of a metal is almost universally observed to increase as the grain 
size decreases. The experimental data virtually always display a linear relation

Hall-Petch equation

The strengthening produced by the microstructure results from blockage of dislocation motion by 
the interfaces of the microstructure. 
If a source within a given grain is feeding dislocations into a grain boundary, the dislocation motion 
will eventually become blocked at that boundary.
Further motion requires generation of new dislocations in the neighboring grain by means of the 
local stress field generated by the blocked dislocations in the parent grain.  k can be interpreted as 
a measure of the difficulty required to unlock or generate dislocations in the neighboring grain.



For meget små kornstørrelser ned mot noen få µm’s, 
går fremdeles styrken opp, men det dannes mindre
subkorn og fri dislokasjoner inne i kornet. Dislokasjoner
går rett til korngrenser. Erfaringen er da at duktiliteten
faller. (ihvertfall ved romtemperatur). 

Kornglidning vil overta særlig med forhøyet temperatur. 
Teoretisk vil styrken minke når den overtar. (Neste side)





C - SOLID SOLUTION HARDENING

When a foreign atom dissolves in a solid metal it may act as an atomic sized obstacle 
to the motion of dislocations. Suppose that each foreign atom produces a restraining 
force F upon the dislocation line, and these foreign atoms are spaced at an average 
distance d along the dislocation line. The ratio F/d then gives the force per unit length 
of dislocation line that must be overcome by the applied stress . The increment in 
applied stress necessary to overcome this restraining force per length of line would be

The spacing of foreign atoms along the line, d, is a function of the atom size D, their 
distribution within the structure, and the fractional concentration of these foreign 
atoms, xf . d has been calculated as O.82b/xf where the atom size D and the 
Burgers vector b have been related. This result gives

Leading to 



The value of F depends on the nature of the interaction of the dislocation with the 
foreign atoms. Two general interactions are usually considered: 
1) a chemical nature and 2) an elastic nature. 

The difference in chemical bonding between the foreign atoms and the parent atoms 
is reflected in the difference in their elastic shear moduli G. 

This difference gives rise to a dislocation-atom force F, which leads to the expression

If the foreign atom has a different size than the parent atoms, then a misfit strain 
field will be produced around the foreign atom that may interact with the dislocation 
strain field. We will take the fractional difference in foreign atom diameter and parent 
atom diameter as .

Substitutional



where 1 is the strain along the direction of maximum distortion and 2 is the strain at 
right angles thereto.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Experiments show reasonable agreement with the predicted linear relationships. 

In conclusion:
The solid solution hardening to increase as the square root of the atom fraction solute in 
solution
Large tetragonal distortions produced by interstitial solutes will be the most effective at 
increasing strength.

The shear component of this tetragonal strain will interact with both screw 
and edge dislocations thus leading to a stronger interaction than for the 
pure dilatational case.

Interstitial



D. PARTICLE HARDENING

Particles may be introduced into the crystal lattice either by precipitation
or by direct mechanical implanting. These particles will interact with the
dislocations causing the dislocations to either loop the particles or cut
through them. Details of these interactions and consequent effects upon
strength were discussed in Section 11.5.



Forming  - Instabilitet i enakset strekk
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Ductile fracture Growth and coalescence of voids

After the voids are nucleated , it is assumed that they grow by plastic 
extension, 
Because of its stress-concentration effect a spherical void will 
elongate initially at a rate of about twice that of the specimen itself. 
As it extends and becomes ellipsoidal, it grows more slowly until, 
when very elongated, it extends at the same rate as the specimen. 

When the voids have been extended so that the spacing of 
neighbouring voids becomes equal to their length (fig. 3.8b), a 
plastic slip line field can be constructed between the voids so that 
the plastic constraint preventing local deformation is removed. 
Brown & Embury assume that once the geometry illustrated in fig. 
3.8b is achieved, any further plastic flow is localized on one slip line, 
and ductile fracture ensues immediately (fig. 3.8c) - it is assumed 
that the contribution of this final linking strain to the total reduction in 
area will be very small.

Macroscopic necking will normally have occurred well before the geometrical 
condition in fig. 3.8b is met, (Consideré’relation)
The model fails to take into account any influence such a neck might have on 
the nucleation and growth of holes.





Industrielt eksempel
– Båndstøpte plater Hydro Aluminium Karmøy

1 – Partikler felles ut under gløding (TTT)

Plater støpes ut som 5-6 mm plater mellom to avkjølte valser. 
Rask avkjøling sikrer at Mn beholdes i løsning. 
Platene kaldvalses til slutt tykkelse og glødes til “riktig” egenskaper



2- Rekrystallisasjon
transformasjonene skjer raskere jo høyere temperatur

3 – Vekselvirkning
Utfelling av partikler under recovery vil bremse kongrensebevegelse

Vekselvirkning



Viktig å ha platå fordi glødingen foregår i 
store ovner av store kveiler. Det blir ulik
temperatur historie gjennom kveilen og i 
ulike posisjoner i ovnen





Fin kornstruktur og oppbrudte
partikkel rader gir god bøybarhet
Det er en god kvalitetsegenskap
i tillegg god kombinasjon av styrke og
formbarhet
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